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Let’s Play Ball!
Illinois Guide By Your Side (GBYS)
Carrie Balian, Program Coordinator
Phone: (224) 343-1873
Email: ilhvgbys@gmail.com
Web: www.ilhandsandvoices.org/GBYS

Save the Date
• ASL classes…..starting 9/12
• Deaf Ninja….Oct 11
• Advocacy Training...Nov 11
• Sound Experience….Nov 23
• EHDI conference...March 8-10
• Mom’s Night Inn...April 25

In August, IL Hands & Voices held an event
at the ballpark! It was a wonderful day to
see the Windy City Thunderbolts play
against the Joilet Slammers at Ozinga Field.
One hundred and fifteen people purchased
tickets in support of our chapter and showed
their spirit at the game. The crowd was filled
with Hands & Voices t-shirts that were sold
prior to game day. Before the event started,
we hosted a tailgate in the parking lot. The
tailgate was a perfect time for families to
connect and the kids to interact! The kids
enjoyed snacks, beverages, and activities
and the adults enjoyed each other’s company. When the gates opened to Ozinga field
there was a playground that the kids could
play on too. Pre game entertainment was fun with a commemoration concert
to celebrate Woodstock’s 50th anniversary. We also had the amazing oppor(continued to page 2)

Every Child, Every Family, Every Leader
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We had 3 members of our team and 3 year old
Axel (what a trooper this kid is) attend the annual
Hands & Voices Leadership Conference in Washington DC at the end of September. This year’s
conference was held on the beautiful Gallaudet
University campus at the Kellogg Conference Hotel. The theme of the annual conference was
Every Child, Every Family, Every Leader and the
sessions did not disappoint. Our team arrived
early to attend the trainings specific to our Leadership and Guide By Your
Side Program, we always
bring home new information that we learn from
around the world. Illinois
started out the conference
speaker. She talked
to serve families with chilhard of hearing from all

other leaders from
very own Karen Putz
as the first Plenary
about what it takes
dren who are deaf or
walks of life. Karen

(Continued on page 13)
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This newsletter was produced by Illinois
Hands & Voices, Guide By Your Side in
collaboration with:

(Continued from page 1)
tunity to send fifteen deaf or hard
of hearing kids and two deaf
adults onto the field to stand with
the Thunderbolts players during
the National Anthem. Our very
own IL Hands & Voices Vice President, Andrea Stambaugh,
also had the honor to start the game by throwing out the
first pitch. Every inning of the game was jam packed with
fun! The game ended with a big win for the Thunderbolts!
The kids got to go onto the field and run the bases and
there was an incredible firework display to conclude the
event! IL Hands & Voices, Guide By Your Side would like to
thank those who participated in our event. It was great to
see so many smiling faces.
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SibLINGS, Science, and Space Aliens
It was that time of the year again for the annual science
fair. The weekend before the fair, in typical late-Khan
fashion, I asked my six-year-old son, Yousha, what project he was interested in doing for the fair. I expected
him to reply that he wanted to build a dragon or some
type of servant robot and that I would be spending the
weekend at Home Depot and Michaels, buying a whole
bunch of nuts, bolts, and washi tape that I would have
no idea how to use. He surprised me by responding that
he was interested in doing a project on hearing loss and
testing our hearing, inspired by his younger brother,
Yameen. I blinked back tears and gave him a hug as
we worked together to figure out his project.
My one-year-old, Yameen, was diagnosed with bi-lateral
profound hearing loss at birth. He was fitted with hearing aids at three months and a cochlear implant at 10
months (as of this article, he is scheduled to receive his
second implant in the early fall). As parents who had no
known family history or knowledge of hearing loss, my
husband and I submerged ourselves into the world of
hearing and hearing loss, learning as much as we could
through books, articles, websites, doctors, therapists,
and fellow parents. Being a researcher by trade, I was
especially engrossed in reading and analyzing study after study and by the time Yameen was a few months
old, I could definitely hold my own in conversations with
the professionals.
What I did not realize at the time was that Yousha was
absorbing this information with just as much vigor and
speed as his parents. He was able to draw a diagram of
the inner ear, show and explain how the ear “hears”,
and interpret an audiogram. Pretty impressive for a sixyear-old. Not only was Yousha learning about hearing
loss, but he was becoming Yameen’s biggest advocate
and supporter. As an older sibling of a kid with hearing
loss, Yousha was understanding what it means to take
care of a younger brother with some special needs. He
explains to others what a cochlear implant is and how it
helps Yameen hear, perhaps in a way that is more
straightforward and articulate than his parents. Yousha
helps Yameen keep his implant on his head and is quick
to note when it has fallen off or when Yameen has
pulled it off. Yousha helps us brainstorm methods for
testing Yameen on his “Ling” sounds and various objects
we can use around the house to test his hearing.

I was pleased when Yousha wanted to do his science
project on hearing loss. Yousha tested his family members’ hearing, plotted the results on an audiogram, and
made a 3-D diagram of the cochlea. It was a proud moment for me when he won 1st prize, but was a prouder
moment when Yousha came home and put his ribbon
around Yameen, saying they both deserved the prize.
Of course, it’s not always happy moments with these
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two. Like any
siblings, they
will annoy of
each other and
annoy each
other. I know
Yousha tires of
the constant
appointments
and therapy
sessions; he
has a bag of
activities in the
car that is kept
for all the
times he has to
sit in waiting
rooms.
Yameen gets
frustrated
when his brother creates barriers to stop him from
entering his “Lego-Land”. When the green-eyed
monster rears its ugly head, Yousha will act out to
receive his own share of attention. For example,
when we admonish him for shouting in the house,
he responds that he has to shout to make sure

Summer Connections
On a beautiful summer morning, Guide By Your
Side hosted a family event at Bison’s Bluff park in
Schaumburg. We had a great turn out with kids
ranging from 2 months old to 10 years old. While
the kiddos played in the water, sand, and playground, the adults had some time to talk and get to
know one another. This was the perfect opportunity to share advice and learn from each other.
There were lots of laughs and stories shared, which
was especially helpful to families newer to the world
of hearing loss. These events are FREE to families
and we love to see new and familiar faces!
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Socialization can be a Challenge for our Kids – What can you do to help?
Socialization for children is a natural adaptation to the world and people around them. Children grow up
learning by observing others. A big part of learning by observing is the language we use and how we use that
language. Why is socialization so important? Well, it’s our bridge to happiness and success as humans.
Friendships provide children with insights regarding rules in different social situations, opportunities to navigate through social conflict and ensures we are aware of the social norms during interaction. Let’s not stop
there, what about the economic factor? Our kids need to understand how to interact with different people.
An employee communicating with a boss is a different interaction than a child interacting with a sibling, parent
of friend. Research shows that individuals who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing are more likely to lose a job because of social or personal reasons rather than poor job performance.
For Children who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing socialization can be a challenge. So, what’s the concern?
Many of our children struggle socially. They may enter grade school and have numerous friends and then as
they near 5th or 6th grade that number has greatly decreased, and in many cases our children feel alone, with
no real friends to speak of or very few. What could be causing this? In many instances it is simply that our
children have not acquired the social nuances required to make and keep lasting relationships. As a mother to
3 children ranging in age from 13-18, I know firsthand how different social development is for a child who is
deaf compared the ones that are hearing. My soon to be 18-year-old daughter has struggled since 5th grade
with friendships and social situations. It pains me to say, I did it all wrong. That’s where you come in. I can
help you to ensure that your son or daughter develop a healthy social skill and learn the nuances of making
and keeping relationships.
Children who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing often miss verbal cues, or they may miss observing an interaction
because they aren’t aware it is happening. Hearing children just “notice” things around them easily, almost
subconsciously and develop socially with that information naturally. As a parent of a child who is Deaf or Hard
of Hearing you need to work harder to ensure the healthiness of your child’s social wellbeing. So, what can
you do? Teach, show, model behaviors all the time. Teach them what is appropriate in a given social scenario, teach them that other people have feelings and emotions relating to any social interaction, just like they
do. Wikipedia defines Theory of Mind as “the ability to attribute mental states — beliefs, intents, desires,
emotions, knowledge, etc. — to oneself, and to others, and to understand that others have beliefs, desires,
intentions, and perspectives that are different from one's own”. Many children who are Deaf or Hard of Hearing have week Theory of Mind skill. Understanding that helps you to do what needs to be done to ensure social success.
Here are some tips you can use to ensure your child is on target with social norms:
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Provide opportunities to develop language
Model reading – read together (and ensure your child is understanding what they read, don’t jump to
chapter books if they aren’t ready, picture books show the story and are easy to explain
Teach your child emotion words, what they are and what they mean, use emotions and expression
(remember facial expression is key for those using ASL, but it’s also important with spoken English) if you
mom told you to “stop making those faces or your face will stick like that”, forget it and do it anyway. Expression is key to our child understanding feeling words
Express your own feelings in situations (if you are angry that you were just cut off in traffic, tell your child
what happened, how you feel and why you feel that way)
Think and express how the other person in a situation may feel (tell your child why that person may have
cut you off, there could be something else going on, what could it be? Believe it or not, this will cool you
off too!)
Use many different feeling words all day long, here are a few: Proud, Delighted, Brave, Cheerful, Confident, Worried, Satisfied, Joyful, Frightened, Calm, Excited, Confused, Frustrated, Curious, Friendly, Shy,
Ignored, Lonely, Interested, Embarrassed, Jealous, Angry, Impatient, Alarmed, Intrigued, Responsible,
Blue, Thankful, Strong, Annoyed, Defeated, Anxious, Nervous, Bored, Surprised, Silly, Uncomfortable,
Stubborn, Safe, Relieved, Peaceful, Overwhelmed, Loving/Loved, Cranky, Timid, Grouchy, Cozy, Furious,
Grateful
Find pictures in magazines or on the internet and talk about the social interactions occurring: what’s happening in a picture; what are they feeling, thinking, wanting; what are they communication (saying or
what are their facial expressions saying)

(Continued on page 21)
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(Continued from page 5)

that Yameen can hear
him and don’t we want
to make sure Yameen
can hear us at all
times?
Despite Yousha’s
knowledge and support, I remind myself
not to place too many
expectations on his
skinny shoulders, as he
is only six years old. I
was reminded of this
the other day when we
were at a party and
one of Yousha’s friends
asked him, “What is
that thing your brother wears on his head?” And Yousha
responded, “It helps him hear… but he also uses it to
talk to aliens in outer space.” (I think we know the topic
of next year’s science fair project…).
Written by Dr. Sadya Khan

Parent Cafe Event in Southern
Illinois Connects Parents
The Illinois Service Resource Center coordinated a
Parent Café event in Southern Illinois that was attended by 45 individuals, including families of nine
students from the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Program. Additional attendees included teachers from
Marion School District and students from local college
sign language classes. Increased involvement of
parents is a goal of the Illinois State Board of Education, and Parent Café events provide this opportunity.
ISRC Parent Facilitator Celesta Bowers organized the
event, which included refreshments donated by the
Marion Lions Club. Games and activities focused on
building language and communication skills for families.
Evaluation forms collected that evening demonstrated that 100% of the attendees agreed that they
learned something new, that they had an opportunity
to connect with other parents, and that they have a
better understanding of the importance of involvement in their child’s education, while 85% indicated
that they know more about how to be more involved
in their child’s education and that they plan to increase their involvement in their child’s education.
Bowers noted “I’m not sure what I expected when
planning this event, as this was my first event as a
(Continued on page 14)
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ASL Interpreted Theatre Shows
The Paramount Theatre in Aurora announces that
there will be two certified sign interpreters translating
all dialogue and lyrics into American Sign Language
at the following performances:
Newsies – Friday, October 18, 2019 at 8 p.m.
Beauty and the Beast – Friday, December 27, 2019
at 8 p.m.
The Secret of my Success – Friday, March 27,
2020 at 8 p.m.
Kinky Boots – Friday, June 12, 2020 at 8 p.m.
Group discounts are available for just 10 or
more. Student groups of 10 or more pay just $20/
ticket for these performances. Contact Joel for more
information.
Email: JoelF@paramountarts.com or call
630.723.2470.

(Continued from page 1)

did a great job examining the core
questions that every leader can
face, and she shared innovative
ways to make an impact. It was
inspirational and a great start to a
great conference. The first ever
Hands & Voices Got Talent competition was held, and Andrea Stambaugh and Team 11 placed in the

top 3 teams. Congratulations Andrea! Illinois celebrated their 15th year as
a chapter, this is a big deal as we are one of the oldest chapters in the
world and we are still going strong. Our president Andrea Marwah presented a very well attended session on Socialization Skills for children who are
deaf and hard of hearing. Our team is still sifting through the information
we brought home so that we can do better at bringing support to our families here in Illinois. We had a little fun time too, visiting the Signing Starbucks was one of many highlights, including walking many miles through
the sites of DC. Next years conference will be held in Tennessee, we will
share information on this conference as it becomes available, it’s a conference worth attending.
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Looking for a great way to help IL Hands & Voices?
No time to run to the store for cards?
No time to do a scrapbook of your kids?
Looking for a unique iPhone cover?
Illinois Hands & Voices has a solution: SendOutCards! Not only do we use this
service for our non-profit organization, we are offering it to our members and
families. For every subscription, IL Hands & Voices receives a percentage.
With SendOutCards, you can create customized greeting cards that can also
include gift cards, books and gifts as well. The company prints and sends out the
cards through US mail. You can upload your handwriting font and signature
too!
SendOutCards can also help you create:

• Custom photo mugs

• Canvas prints

• iPhone and iPad covers

• Metal prints

• Scrap book and photo books

• Postcards

• Posters

• And much, much more

www.sendoutcards.com/illinoishandsandvoices
Illinois Hands & Voices and
Guide By Your Side participate
in various fundraisers to support and enhance these organi
-zations. If you are interested in making a tax
deductible donation contact Andrea Marwah at
(877) 350-4556 or email her at ilhansandvoies@gmail.com.
(Continued from page 12)

Parent Facilitator; I just knew that we were missing
something here in Southern Illinois. DHH Family
Game Night was a great event for our families. I am
happy to be a Parent Facilitator for ISRC and be able
to help bring more
events for parents
and our children. I
enjoyed talking to
other parents and
hearing their journeys, where they are
and where they have
come from and
where they are going. It was especially enjoyable watching the children interact and seeing
their smiling faces.”

Check it
out!

Participants in the ISRC Parent Café event in Marion, IL posed with the “I Love You” sign. Families had an
opportunity to participate in activities to increase their involvement with their child’s education, including language based games. Feedback from the event indicated that parents learned something new at the event,
acquired a better understanding of the importance of involvement in their child’s education, and had an opportunity to connect with other parents.
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(Continued from page 7)
Role play – stop and ask about feeling and thoughts in a situation
Talk about books, movies, TV shows, videos etc.
•
Think out loud when you are problem solving
There are so many ways we can help our children develop strong social skills. In the end it will result in lasting friendships, successful careers and healthy family lives. Explain the world around them, fill in what they
are missing. Pre-empt social isolation from happening, it’s never too early to start modeling social interactions, how others may feel and
how we are supposed to act depending on the interaction at
hand. I hope you made it to the
end of this small write up on
Socialization, now go find your
child and get started, it’s never
too soon or too late to start.
You can begin by telling them
what you just read, how it
makes your feel and then ask
them if you can read this article
together. Once you do, ask
them how they feel. You may
find out something you didn’t
know about them.
•
•

For a list of resources please
contact us at ilhandsandvoices@gmail.com.
Written by Andrea Marwah, IL
Hands & Voices Board President.

Do you or your child
have something to
share? A new
adventure or an
accomplishment?
They can be a part of
our next newsletter!
Stories can be
submitted to
ilhvgbys@gmail.com

Stay up to date by becoming a “fan” of
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Illinois Guide By Your Side and Illinois Hands & Voices

Illinois EARS
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Guide By Your Side is the result of a collaborative effort between
the following: IL Hands & Voices and the IL Early Hearing Detection
& Intervention (EHDI) Program.

Illinois Hands & Voices, Guide By Your Side does not support or endorse any specific organization, communication or amplification choice.
The information in this newsletter is to simply share with families and professionals the resources and events available to them.
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